
North America Fashion Week Comes to the Puget Sound with A-List Bollywood Designer Neeta Lulla 

August Will Bring Fashion from All Over the World to Celebrate the Multiculturalism of the United States 
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Redmond, Wash., June 19, 2019 – August 2-4th will celebrate North America’s diversity by showcasing designers 

from all over the country and the world with the first North America Fashion Week (NAFW). Cities all over the 

world celebrate fashion specific to their regions; NAFW will take it next level and bring fashion from all regions 

to one place. Headlining designer Neeta Lulla hails from India and is one of Bollywood’s most sought-after 

fashion designers. 

Neeta Lulla is an Indian costume designer and fashion stylist who has worked on over 300 films. She has been 

designing wedding dresses since 1985. Her name became inseparably associated with Bollywood after actresses 

Aishwarya Rai and Madhuri Dixit wore her costumes in Devdas (2002 Hindi film), the trend-setting Bollywood 

film.  

Seattle has the fourth largest fashion design economy, fourth largest fashion employment, and seventh largest 

apparel-manufacturing centers in the country according to a study conducted by Community Attributes 

International. These statistics made the Pacific Northwest a prime location for this event. Fashion is so much more 

than clothing; it is art. Seattle is known for its art however, it has yet to be fully recognized for the fashion hub it 

is. This event will bring attention to its long overdue blossoming industry.  

“Although New York and Paris are known for their fashion design the world has so much to offer outside of these 

cities. We felt showcasing the rich culture the United States is known for, would bring a sense of community and 

togetherness,” said Menka Soni, founder and education advocate, “taking all of this multiculturalism and doing 

something artistic with it while changing lives of children in the slums of my birth home. Maybe we could bring 

reality to what is happening outside our own backdoor.” 

NAFW will benefit the non-profit Ravishing Women, as well as working with other non-profits to build a school 

in the slums of India. The award-winning Ravishing Women already has a reputation for transforming so many 

lives both here in the United States as well as India. With a focus on inner beauty, bringing attention to outer 

beauty through fashion is the obvious next steps. 

Founder Menka Soni has over ten years of experience producing fashion shows and pageants all over the world. 

With the help of the fashion community the show will also provide purchasing opportunities for guests as well as 

corporate buyers. Specifically the City of Redmond Washington who is offering support through its Lodging Tax 

Advisory Committee (LTAC). Redmond, which is fifteen miles east of Seattle, will also serve as the host city for 

the event. 

“We recognize NAFW as a well-primed step in supporting the fast-growing fashion industry in Seattle. The 

diversity of Fashion Week programming and the dialog exchange will help amplify Seattle’s reputation for design 

on an international scale while continuing to attract the attention of new audiences and growing the fashion 

industry through career-development.” Menka says. 

NAFW is still accepting applications for designers as well as buyers. If you are interested in participating in this 

national fashion first please visit the website https://www.northamericafashionweek.com/. 

Event Details: 

August 2-4, 2019 

Marriott, Redmond - Seattle, WA, USA 

 

About Ravishing Women 

https://www.northamericafashionweek.com/


 
Ravishing Women is a non-profit 501c(3) organization with the mission to  “Inspire, Motivate, Appreciate & 

Empower Woman“.  

 

Through this platform, we want to reach women of all demographics, irrespective of their social status and ethnic 

backgrounds with open arms to help them transform their dreams into reality.  

 

Ravishing Women is also the producer and owner of Miss, Mrs., Ms., and Miss Teen India WA and OR; and 

Miss, Mrs., Ms., and Miss Teen Asia WA and OR cultural beauty pageant. We believe in empowering women by 

providing a platform through pageants to learn, explore, transform, and truly live their dreams of being a 

confident woman by realizing their capabilities and strength. Through our pageant we have built several stories of 

transformation and self-empowerment. 
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